Hello! Creative Movement in English

**Hello! Creative Movement in English** is a dance and movement school for young children that provides a variety of unique and exciting programs to families and schools across Madrid. Our series of classes complement school learning by encouraging physical activity, creativity, cultural awareness and artistic expression to promote a healthy lifestyle. All classes are taught exclusively in English by a native instructor. Our families at **Hello! Creative Movement in English** come from all over the world; together they share and enjoy the universal language of dance and physical expression.

We are currently looking for teachers, interns and volunteers to work with our programs throughout the 2014-2015 school year. Teachers and assistants are needed for weekly classes, and leaders are needed for our monthly activities which include family days, birthday parties, fairs and workshops.

We look for exemplary teachers and leaders who are enthusiastic and energetic, creative, passionate, confident and committed. Strong management and organizational skills and the ability to work independently are key, as well as a love for inspiring children. A background in dance is ideal, but not necessary as experience in sports, gymnastics, martial arts, yoga, theater, music, visual arts, and/or education make a great candidate for our many varied positions. Must be a native English speaker. Training and all materials are provided by **Hello!** Paid positions available.

For more information please contact Michele Goldin. We look forward to meeting you!
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